New York Times: In the sea, not all plastic lasts forever
WHOI study suggests plastic can decompose in just decades

Orpheus rising: exploring life in the deep (part two)
Do WHOI researchers retrieve their new hadal robot from the depths?

Erin Fischell wins 2019 Moore Inventor Fellowship
Swarming AUVs will help improve ocean data collection

How do sharks respond to internal waves in the ocean?
A new study by WHOI benthic ecologist Jesús Pineda provides insight

Join us for the cruise of a lifetime!
Travel alongside whale researchers to the Antarctic Peninsula

New eyes in the Twilight Zone
See how the Ocean Twilight Zone team uses a unique environmental DNA sampling process to explore what lives deep beneath the surface of the ocean

Scientists Found a Four-Propeller Solution to 200-Hundred Ton Question
Sunlight can degrade polystyrene in decades
Coastal Organizations Receive More Than $1 Million In Federal Grants
Study Finds Saildrone Effective for Air-Sea Interaction Studies